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Abstract— A phase-locked loop is really a feedback system combining a voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) 

and a phase comparator so connected that the oscillator maintains a continuing phase angle in accordance 

with a reference signal. To be able to synchronize two power generation systems with equal frequencies; 

synchronism must occur while voltages' phase angles of the systems will be the same. Phase angle of a three-

phase system is set via phase locked loops. If three input phases are balanced, then custom phase locked 

loops detects phase angle appropriately. In present paper, a phase locked loop with proper controller is 

proposed which detects phase appropriately in balanced situation of input phases.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The fundamental phase locked loop (PLL) concept was originally published by Appleton in 

1923 and Bellescize in 1932, that has been mainly employed for synchronous reception of 

radio signals [1-2]. After that, PLL techniques were widely utilized in various industrial 

fields such as communication systems [3-6], motor control systems [7-8], induction heating 

power supplies [9] and contactless power supplies [10]. Recently, PLL techniques have 

already been employed for synchronization between grid-interfaced converters and the utility 

network. An ideal PLL can offer the fast and accurate synchronization information with a 

high level of immunity and insensitivity to disturbances, harmonics, unbalances, sags/swells, 

notches and other forms of distortions in the input signal. 

A phase-locked loop or phase lock loop (PLL) is just a control system that generates an 

output signal whose phase relates to the phase of an input signal. While there are many 

differing types, it is simple to initially visualize being an electronic circuit consisting of a 

variable frequency oscillator and a phase detector. The oscillator generates a periodic signal. 

The phase detector compares the phase of that signal with the phase of the input periodic 

signal and adjusts the oscillator to keep the phases matched[11]. Bringing the output signal 

back toward the input signal for comparison is known as a feedback loop since the output is 

'fed back' toward the input forming a loop. 

Keeping the input and output phase in lock step also implies keeping the input and output 

frequencies the same. Consequently, as well as synchronizing signals, a phase-locked loop 

can track an input frequency[12], or it could generate a frequency that is a multiple of the 
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input frequency. These properties are employed for computer clock synchronization, 

demodulation, and frequency synthesis. 

In present paper, a solution by utilizing proper controller is proposed as well, which 

improves performance of PLL. This PLL has a simple design and implementation. 

 

II. PRINCIPLE OF PLL SYSTEM OPERATION 

Phase-locked loops (PLLs) have been around for many years [8, 9]. Gardner‘s short history 

links the initial widespread utilization of PLLs to the horizontal and vertical sweeps utilized 

in television, where a continuous clocking signal had to be synchronized with a periodic 

synch pulse [3]. In many respects, the field is mature, with widespread application to almost 

every kind of communication and storage device and a large number of books on the subject 

[3, 12]. By exactly the same token, PLLs and their relatives are included in so many bleeding 

edge applications that their designs are anything but stagnant. 

An incomplete list of specific tasks accomplished by PLLs include carrier recovery, clock 

recovery, tracking filters, frequency and phase demodulation, phase modulation, frequency 

synthesis, and clock synchronization. PLLs find themselves into a huge set of applications, 

from radio and television, to virtually every type of communications (wireless, telecom, 

datacom), to virtually all types of storage device, to noise cancellers, and the like. With the 

widespread use by the public of such devices, one can claim that PLLs are the most 

ubiquitous form feedback system built by engineers. 

  

The most basic block diagram of a PLL is shown in Figure 1. This diagram shows the 

components that every PLL must have, namely: 

 

• A phase detector (PD). This is a nonlinear device whose output contains the phase 

difference between the two oscillating input signals[11]. 

• A voltage controlled oscillator (VCO). This is another nonlinear device which produces an 

oscillation whose frequency is controlled by a lower frequency input voltage. 

• A loop filter (LF). While this can be omitted, resulting in what is known as a first order PLL, 

it is always conceptually there since PLLs depend on some sort of low pass filtering in order 

to function properly. 

• A feedback interconnection. Namely the phase detector takes as its input the reference 

signal and the output of the VCO [9]. The output of the phase detector, the phase error, is 

used as the control voltage for the VCO. The phase error may or may not be filtered. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1  A general PLL block diagram. 
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PLLs have several unique characteristics when viewed from a control systems perspective. 

First of all, their correct operation depends on the fact that they are nonlinear. The loop does 

not exist without the presence of two nonlinear devices, namely the phase-detector and VCO. 

These devices translate the problem from signal response to phase response and back again. 

Accompanying this is a time scale shift, as PLLs typically operate on signals whose center 

frequency is much higher than the loop bandwidth. Secondly, PLLs are almost always low 

order. Not counting various high frequency filters and parasitic poles, most PLLs in the 

literature are first or second order [9]. There are a few applications where third or fourth 

order loops are used, but these are considered fairly risky and sophisticated devices. Finally, 

with the exception of PLL controlled motors, the PLL designer is responsible for 

designing/specifying all the components of the feedback loop. Thus, complete feedback loop 

design replaces control law design, and the designer‘s job is governed only by the required 

characteristics of the input reference signal, the required output signal, and technology 

limitations of the circuits themselves. In the case of PLL control of motors, the motor and 

optical coupler takes the place of the VCO, leaving all other parts of the PLL to the 

designer‘s discretion. 

 

 

III. THE STRUCTURE OF SYNCHRONOUS FRAME PLL(SF-PLL) 

Synchronous Frame PLL (SF-PLL) is widely used in three-phase systems. The block 

diagram of SF-PLL is illustrated in Fig.2, where the instantaneous phase angle   is detected 

by synchronizing the PLL rotating reference frame to the utility voltage vector. The PI 

controller sets the direct or quadrature axis reference voltage 
dv  or 

qv to zero, which results in 

the reference being locked to the utility voltage vector phase angle. In addition, the voltage 

frequency f and amplitude 
mV can be obtained as the byproducts. Under ideal utility 

conditions without any harmonic distortions or unbalance, SF-PLL with a high bandwidth 

can yield a fast and precise detection of the phase and amplitude of the utility voltage vector. 

In case the utility voltage is distorted with high-order harmonics, the SF-PLL can still operate 

if its bandwidth is reduced at the cost of the PLL response speed reduction in order to reject 

and cancel out the effect of these harmonics on the output. However, the PLL bandwidth 

reduction is not an acceptable solution in the presence of the unbalanced utility voltage [11-

12]. 

Note that, the amplitude, phase and frequency values provided by SRF-PLL are not 

individual-phase but average information, and SRF-PLL may not be applied to single phase 

systems in a straightforward manner. However, it provides a useful structure for single-phase 

PLLs as long as the 90-degree-shifted orthogonal component of the single phase input signal 

is created [9]. 
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Fig. 2  Block diagram of SF-PLL. 
 

 

 

First using relation (1), input three-phase set of PLL transfers to synchronous reference 

frame or qd0: 

Where T is defined as follow: 

 

Input and output vectors are also respectively defined as  Tcbaabc xxxx   and 

 T0dq0qd xxxx   , where here voltage is system‗s input, hence in above relations, x is 

substituted by V.  Vq component tends to zero by a PI controller. PI controller‗s output, 

estimates angular frequency (  ) of SFR-PLL. 

 

According to relation (3), by integration of angular frequency, synchronous reference 

frame‗s phase angle increase ( ) is obtained. When Vq component equals to zero, then   lies 

on angle of input voltage vector. 

 

IV. PLL WITH BALANCED INPUT 

Balanced three-phase voltage 
abcV is shown in figure (3). The objective is to detect balanced 

three-phase voltage angle using PLL in secod part, so balanced three-phase is applied on 

PLL‗s input. Figure (4) is PLL‗s output which indicates PLL‗s input balanced three-phase 

phase angle. Figure (5) shows validity of three-phase phase angle detection by PLL. It is seen 

that detected phase angle follows 
aV . 

 

 

 

 (1)  
abc0qd x*Tx   

 (2)  
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Fig 3. PLL‗s input balanced three-phase voltage. 
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Fig 4. PLL‗s detected phase angle for balanced three-phase input. 
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Fig 5. Balanced three-phase detected phase angle along with voltage wave form of phase a. 

 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper has developed a framework for constructing phase-locked loops that perform 

phase and frequency tracking directly on compressive measurements. It is expected to 

provide an easy selection guidance of an appropriate PLL for specific applications. In this 

paper, we proposed a PLL architecture which eliminates the use of passive analog loop filters 

and therefore, avoids their disadvantages. 
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